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Abstract
The set of all chaotic measure-preserving homeomorphisms on a compact n-dimensional manifold
(n> 2) is a residual set in the space of all measure-preserving homeomorphisms. Ó 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Oxtoby showed that the set of transitive maps is residual in the space of all measure-
preserving homeomorphisms on a compact manifold of dimension at least 2 [9]. This
construction was modified in [1,6] to prove that chaotic maps in the sense of Devaney [5]
are dense in the space of measure-preserving homeomorphisms. Aarts and Daalderop
asked if the set of chaotic maps forms a dense Gδ in the space of all measure-preserving
homeomorphisms. In this paper we prove that the set is a residual set (i.e., it contains a
dense Gδ set).
2. Definitions and statement of the result
All measures under consideration are Borel measures which are non-atomic and positive
on open sets. For a measurable and compact manifold M the space Am(M) is the function
space of all measure-preserving homeomorphisms on M (i.e., homeomorphisms from M
to M , also called sometimes automorphisms) with the topology of uniform convergence.
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A map is transitive if it has a dense orbit. Oxtoby showed that in the class of measure-
preserving homeomorphisms transitive maps are abundant. More specifically, for the
Lebesgue measure m on Rn, transitive maps are residual in the space of all m-preserving
homeomorphisms on the n-dimensional cube [9]. This result can easily be generalized to
measure-preserving homeomorphisms on a manifold.
Theorem 1. Let M be a compact and measurable n-manifold for n > 2. The set of
transitive maps on M is residual in Am(M).
Chaotic maps (in the sense of Devaney) are transitive and so it is natural to ask if
the theorem holds for chaotic maps as well. There are several equivalent definitions of
chaotic maps. A well-known definition is that the map is transitive and its periodic points
are dense [2]. By a modification of the construction of Oxtoby the following result was
obtained in [1,6].
Theorem 2. LetM be a compact and measurable n-manifold for n> 2. The set of chaotic
maps on M is dense in Am(M).
A periodic point p under a map f is said to be persistent, if for any C0-perturbation f˜ ,
there exists a p˜ near p, such that p˜ is a periodic point of f˜ . To be more specific,
for any neighborhood U of p there exists a neighborhood U of f in the C0-topology,
such that each f˜ ∈ U has a periodic point p˜ ∈ U which is of the same period as p.
The next theorem is the main result of this paper. It shows that an arbitrary periodic
point can be transformed to a persistent one by an infinitesimal perturbation. This is well
known for diffeomorphisms, but it requires some care in the class of measure-preserving
homeomorphisms.
Theorem 3. Let p be a periodic point of a measure-preserving homeomorphism h on a
compact n-dimensional manifold M (n > 2). For any neighborhood U of h in Am(M)
there exists a map h˜ ∈ U , such that p is a persistent point of the same period under h˜.
This theorem has the following consequence.
Proposition 4. LetM be a compact and measurable n-manifold for n> 2. The set of maps
on M with a dense set of periodic points is residual in Am(M).
Proof. Let {Uk} be a countable base of M . Let Pk be the set of homeomorphisms on M
with a periodic point in Uk and let Perk ⊂ Pk be the subset of maps for which this point is
persistent. Each map in Perk has an open neighborhood which consists of functions in Pk
only. So there exists a neighborhood Uk such that Perk ⊂ Uk ⊂ Pk . By Theorem 3, Perk is
dense in Pk and by Theorem 2, Pk is dense in Am(M), because chaotic maps are contained
in Pk . So Uk is a dense and open subset ofAm(M). By Baire the intersection
⋂
Pk contains
a dense Gδ . 2
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It should be pointed out that Proposition 4 is known in the C1-class for measure-
preserving diffeomorphisms on a compact manifold [10].
The question of Aarts and Daalderop can be settled by intersecting the residual set of
Theorem 1 with the one of Proposition 4.
Theorem 5. LetM be a compact and measurable n-manifold for n> 2. The set of chaotic
maps on M is residual in Am(M).
3. Prerequisites
The proof of our main theorem depends on some well-known theorems from geometric
topology and measure theory. These theorems are exhibited in this section. The reader is
referred to [4] and [12] for the topological results on tame spheres. The measure theoretic
results were obtained in [8].
An submanifold σ ⊂M is called bicollared if there exists an embedding h of σ×[−1,1]
inM such that h(σ×{0})= σ . For a bicollared manifold σ a neighborhood homeomorphic
to σ × [−1,1] is called a bicollared neighborhood of σ . Brown’s generalized Schönflies
theorem states that a bicollared (n− 1)-sphere in Sn is flat. This has been improved by the
following theorem of Kirby and Quinn [7,11].
Theorem 6. Let σ1, σ2 be disjoint bicollared (n − 1)-spheres in Sn. Let C be the
component of Sn \σ1∪σ2 having both these spheres in its boundary. Then C is a bicollared
(n− 1)-neighborhood, i.e., it is a topological copy of Sn−1 × [−1,1].
This result is known as the annulus theorem. A homeomorphism on Sn is stable if it can
be represented as a composition h1 ◦ h2 · · ·hn of automorphisms which coincide with the
identity on an open set. Brown and Gluck showed that the annulus theorem is equivalent
to the statement that each orientation-preserving homeomorphism on Sn is stable [3]. The
following result is a corollary of this.
Corollary 7. Orientation-preserving homeomorphisms on Sn are isotopic to the identity.
Proof. Since the orientation-preserving homeomorphisms on Sn are stable, we may
restrict ourselves to homeomorphisms which coincide with the identity on an open set.
Denote the north pole by ∞ and the south pole by 0. Assume that h(x) = x on a
neighborhood of 0 and deform h such that h(∞) = ∞. The isotopy (x, t)→ h(tx)/t
deforms h into the identity. 2
Let G be a region in the n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn. Oxtoby and Ulam showed
that a Borel measure µ on G is automorphic to the standard Lebesgue measure m, i.e., for
a suitable homeomorphism h on Rn, µ is equal to m ◦ h.
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Theorem 8. Let R be a rectangular n-dimensional cell inRn and let µ be a Borel measure
on R such that µR = mR. There exists an homeomorphism h on R which leaves the
boundary fixed, such that m ◦ h= µ.
It is straightforward to replace the rectangular cell by a bicollared neighborhood of a
sphere.
The following result is a measure-preserving version of the annulus theorem. Note that
the boundary of a bicollared neighborhood of a sphere has two components which are
homeomorphic to the sphere.
Corollary 9. LetΣ,T be two bicollared neighborhoods of (n− 1)-spheres in Sn of equal
measure mΣ = mT . Let A1,A2 be the connected components of Sn \ Σ and let B1,
B2 be the connected components of Sn \ T . Suppose that these components are of equal
measure mAi =mBi . Let hi :Ai→ Bi be measure-preserving homeomorphisms such that
the restrictions to the boundary hi : ∂Ai→ ∂Bi are isotopic. Then there exists a measure-
preserving extension H of h1 ∪ h2 to the whole sphere Sn.
Proof. We need to extend the maps h1, h2 across the bicollared neighborhood Σ .
Restricted to the boundary ∂Σ , h1 is isotopic to h2. Since Σ and T are bicollared, the
maps can be extended to a homeomorphismG :Σ→ T . Thenm ◦G induces a Lebesgue–
Stieltjes measure onΣ . According to Theorem 8 there exists an homeomorphism g :Σ→
Σ such thatm◦G◦g is equal to the Lebesgue measurem. In other words,G◦g is measure-
preserving. Define H as the union of the maps h1, h2,G. It is a measure-preserving
extension of h1 and h2. 2
We do not use this result for tame spheres in Sn, but for tame spheres in Rn. The result
is stated for Sn for simplicity’s sake, because Rn requires the additional condition that one
tame sphere contains the other in its interior. The details are left to the reader.
4. Proof of the main theorem
The main theorem is a local result on periodic points. Therefore we may restrict
ourselves to periodic points of measure-preserving homeomorphisms on Rn. By a first-
return argument the periodic points can be reduced to fixed points.
Proposition 10. There exists a measure-preserving homeomorphism h on Rn which has
a persistent fixed point in the origin. The map h can be either orientation reversing or
orientation-preserving.
Proof. This is a standard result (see, e.g., [13, p. 319]). A differentiable map f has a
persistent fixed point p if none of the eigenvalues ofDf (p) equals±1. The mapK :Rn→
Rn with K(x1, . . . , xn) = (λ1x1, . . . , λnxn) where λi 6= 1 for each i and ∏λi = 1, is
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both orientation and measure-preserving. It has a persistent fixed point in the origin. If∏
λi =−1, the map is orientation reversing. 2
Now we are ready for the proof of the main theorem.
Theorem 11. Let p be a fixed point of a measure-preserving homeomorphism h on Rn
(n> 2). For any neighborhood U of h in Am(Rn) there exists a map h˜ ∈ U , such that p is
a persistent fixed point of h˜.
Proof. Let U and V be both neighborhoods of p with U ∈ V , such that the boundaries
∂U and ∂V are the frontiers of a bicollared neighborhood. By Proposition 10, there exists
a measure-preserving homeomorphism g with a persistent fixed point in p, such that h and
g have the same orientability. In particular, g is isotopic to h by Corollary 7. By choosingU
sufficiently small, the closure of g(U) is contained in the interior of h(V ). By the annulus
theorem, V ∩Rn \U is a bicollared neighborhood of a sphere. By Corollary 9 there exists
a measure-preserving homeomorphismH on Rn, which is equal to g on the interior of U
and which is equal to h on the exterior of V . This homeomorphism has a persistent fixed
point in p. 2
5. Remark
The results in this paper hold in the C0-class. As remarked in the first section, our results
are known in the C1-class, see [10]. To prove the genericity of chaotic diffeomorphisms
in the C1-class, it is necessary to prove that transitive maps are generic. In other words, a
smooth version of Theorem 1 is required.
In a personal communication S. Alpern remarked that results like the density and
residuality of chaos can be extended to the case of σ -compact manifolds with at most
one end of infinite measure under the compact-open topology. See also [14].
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